
Talofa, here we are again, with our first 
Koko Bulletin for 2018. 

We have a lot of progress to report in 
this issue, and as always, we are looking 
forward to your feedback.

The structure of the Bulletin will follow 
the Samoa Cocoa Opportunities identified 
in our consultation workshops. The Koko 
Bulletin will be published electronically 
in pdf format and will be accessible via 
the Initiative’s Facebook page or via The 
AgriChain Centre’s website.

Let us hope that’s what is left of the 
cyclone season will pass Samoa by, as 
we have a lot of work to do.

Best Wishes,

The S.C.I.D.I Team.
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Dr Nick Roskruge explaining the cocoa taproot concept to Asau cocoa farmers.



Post-harvest is taking a bit of a backseat while we are 
working on the nursery establishment and getting the 
Samoa Koko Industry Association (SKIA) established. 

As it is, working to Good Agricultural Practice (GAP) 
principles in the plant materials and orchard operations 
part of the cocoa value chain are prerequisites for 
producing excellent cocoa or cocoa mass, and we have 
learned that more work is needed in this area before 
we get serious with building new processing facilities. 
All the effort being put into growing the right plants 

and growing plants the right way will benefit the post-harvest developments further down the track. For now, 
we will focus on cocoa seed selection and verification.
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Work will soon start at the new S.C.I.D.I. nursery hosted 
by STeC at mulifanua. STeC CeO Patea Setefano and 
hans maurer signed the m.O.U. relating to this nursery 
during the team’s march in-country visit. The STeC 
Project Team is now finalising their costed work-plan.

We anticipate that the nursery will start operating 
from mid-2018. Our focus is now on the construction, 
as well as ensuring that the nursery is equipped from 
day 1 with the right materials – planter bags of the 
correct size and depth, clean soil, river-sand and 
compost to make up a balanced and nutritious potting 
mix, and of course, the right tools for the staff.

PLAnTS OPPOrTUnITY

POST-hArveST OPPOrTUnITY

eCOnOmICS OPPOrTUnITY

Dr Hans Maurer, Natasha Kolose and Lemauga Hobart 
Va'ai with the signed STEC nursery M.O.U.

Cocoa seed ready to harvest, taken from verified trees.

We are constantly told that there are not enough 
young cocoa plants being grown and available for 
planting out. That is a concern, especially as many of 
the existing cocoa plantations are getting on in age, 
and are reducing in yield. 

Then there is the issue of whether cocoa trees in 
production need additional fertiliser or not. Samoan 
soil contains some nutrients, minerals and trace 
elements. Some of the nutrients cocoa trees need to 
create good crops can be replenished by returning 
cocoa pod husks to the ground after the beans have 
been harvested.

however this is typically not enough for the trees. A cocoa tree needs large amounts of nutrients from the 
soil, and without replenishment, the quality and quantity of the harvest will suffer. Individual circumstances 
will differ from farm to farm, but soil scientists agree that Samoan Koko farms would generally benefit from a 
dressing of potassium. Potassium plays a major role in the production of cocoa pods on a tree and is especially 
needed in farms where cocoa is grown without shade. The absence of shade and potassium available to the 
plant will lead to lower yields.

Dr Nick Roskruge discussing planting mix compostion 
and demonstrating the correct planter bag size.



Whilst there are a small number of nurseries that produce cocoa plants, 
many farmers either supplement the plants they get from these nurseries 
by growing their own, or rely on growing their own seedlings, to ensure 
that they have sufficient plants to replace old trees that are no longer 
producing. either way, the fundamentals around achieving robust young 
healthy trees are the same.

What needs to be observed can best be summed up in the following 
sentence: healthy beans need to be collected from trees known for their 

vigour, disease resistance and yield, planted correctly into a prepared growing medium that has been placed 
in a suitable sized root trainer planter bag, thus allowing the seed to germinate and develop both a strong 
taproot and a vigorous stem and foliage structure before the seedling is planted out at about 4 months of age.

Workshop summary notes that were handed out during the nursery sessions can be found on pages 4 and 5 of 
this bulletin in Samoan and english. 

Planting cocoa seed into shallow planter bags, filled with nothing but bush soil, and expecting it to grow into 
a healthy cocoa tree that produces cocoa for the next twenty years is unrealistic. Cocoa trees without a well 
formed taproot will underperform for the duration of their life. Getting it right early in a cocoa plant lifecycle 
will substantially increase long-term returns.
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Upolu Nursery Workshop

Close up of suitable root trainer 
planter bag.

The S.C.I.D.I. Team conducted two workshops on nursery management in march, one each on Upolu and Savaii. 
The focus of the workshops was getting the basics right, to ensure the young cocoa plants get the best start in 
life. Both workshops were well attended, which shows that Samoan cocoa farmers are keen to learn more about 
how they can improve their income from growing cocoa. 
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The PrOjeCT TeAm

KOmITI FA’ATOnU

SAmOAn COCOA PrODUCTS 
SPOTTeD reCenTLY...

Available duty free at Faleolo  
International Airport in Apia and via the  

Wilex Samoa Facebook page:  
www.facebook.com/WilexSamoa
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We intend to regularly point you towards further cocoa related local and international literature in future issues 
of the Koko Bulletin. 

Source: Wilex

here are three links to informative reports related to cocoa growing, available on the internet. 

Physiological Traits and Metabolites of Cacao Seedlings Influenced by Potassium in Growth Medium 
(2013): https://pubag.nal.usda.gov/download/59019/PDF

Evaluation of river sand as a medium for raising cocoa seedlings (2014):
http://www.cocoaconnect.org/publication/evaluation-river-sand-medium-raising-cocoa-theobroma-
cacao-l-seedlings

Growth of Cocoa Seedlings as Affected by Different Growth Media and Different Polybag Sizes 
(2014): http://ugspace.ug.edu.gh/handle/123456789/21748 


